In order for observers to remain well informed of changing system conditions, all observers will now need to check the grs email account on chub. The email address everyone will check, write to or write from is

grs@chub.bu.edu

Mark Heyer will be able to provide relevant telescope information to allow observers to make more informed decisions.

To check mail on chub, you must first log in on a separate xterm:

    ssh chub.bu.edu -l grs

and enter the usual grs password.

Use 'pine' to check email, a text-based email program. You don't need to do much with it, just look at the latest mail. The following will quickly let you navigate to the latest email.

    'pine'
    <enter> to look at the Folder List
    <enter> to look at the Inbox. The arrow keys maneuver through the list of possible folders
    <enter> to look at the most recent email, usually the last on the list of messages and/or preceded by a large 'N' for new
    'q' to quit (you will be prompted for confirmation)

Of course, as usual, if the email is unclear or you are not sure what to do with the information provided, please call me either at home or on the cell.

Cheers,
Ronak

--
Ronak Yogendra Shah
The Institute for Astrophysical Research @ Boston University
725 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, MA 02215  01.617.353.2299